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Abstract: From 2015 China Premier Li Keqiang in the government work report on the proposed formulation of the "Internet plus" action plan "Internet plus era" is rooted in the China officially. Internet plus the arrival of the era of education concept, education mode, education methods, education evaluation, educational evaluation, put forward new requirements and standards especially, in higher education, it is worth thinking about the problem. In the film and television education mode Internet plus how the times in physical education can not be imprisoned, and can thrive in the Internet plus era? This requires higher education with Internet plus the arrival of the era of constantly absorbing new ideas constantly Self innovation, constantly absorbing new elements, so as to adapt to the rapid development of the environment. This is the only way which must be passed the film and television education have no choice. Therefore, the current urgent need to realize the effective operation of film and TV education Internet plus era, relying on Internet plus large platform to promote the film and television education in high speed development to provide a strong guarantee.
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Internet plus the arrival of the era, in the people's livelihood, health, education, transportation, finance and other fields, promotion of the Internet on traditional industries have gradually become a reality. Just download the APP from the convenience of hydropower payment, medical registration, traffic fines, banking, Internet plus the penetration of body now people's lives every detail in the field of education, the University, school, occupation education, open a variety of training courses, people can stay at home and at home through the network to learn their courses of interest, and can also be real-time online and instructor of questions, questions. This is a huge physical education Impact. The rapid development of the Internet, Internet plus era will change as power in the second industrial revolution brings, the future of the Internet as a tool to enhance productivity, all walks of life to bring efficiency greatly. The film education needs to keep up with the pace of the development of science and technology, the network not only timely intake of material. The application in the classroom teaching entity, beside the classroom education practice should be adopted, give full play to the positive role Internet plus technology for film education development.

Film education is committed to developing film and television art talent education and teaching, with the era of progress and development is the need to continue to absorb new ideas, and constantly self innovation, constantly absorbing new elements, so as to adapt to the rapid development of the environment. Under the new situation, for the
video education in the continuous occurrence this requires change, the pace of development in the film and television education in this process with Internet plus ongoing updates, thus promoting the development of film and television education. With the Internet plus technology and film production level gradually, combined with the Internet + platform and education, will continue to promote the work of film and TV Education Forward. At the same time, the film and television education has more intuitive communication and sharing of information resources Internet plus platform, the teaching content is more concrete, in the real classroom teaching, teachers can effectively take the platform resources brought by Internet plus, so that all aspects of film and television resources in a relaxed way by students learning. In a nutshell, efficient play to promote the role of resources in the platform to bring Internet plus era of film and television education work, to effectively carry out the film education mode, Internet plus time delay.

A film, feasibility of construction of education mode Internet plus age

Film education is synonymous Chinese education 12 disciplines in two across two disciplines. In 12 disciplines in fifth subjects belonging to the "05 literature", the name of a subject is "0504 art", two subjects are "050406 film" and "050407 radio and TV art". Film and television education as a kind of Art, the two disciplines, the ultimate goal of teaching and research in the classroom is not only used to enjoy, but through the study and practice of film knowledge, can achieve the appreciation of film and television professional skills, evaluation, effective exercise innovation and creativity, to film and television works more Precision analysis and creation, will eventually self perception of film and television works presented by the perception of creation. At present, film education mode Internet plus era is of great feasibility.

Instant communication is special, free and open nature of the Internet, but also people's daily life gradually to demand instant communication in the transmission of information, free and open in the aspects such as the sharing of resources. In the information resources in the reserve and bearing, the Internet is the biggest data platform. With the Internet plus the arrival of the era of the first the full application of the third industry as the third industry in the education course in comprehensive application range, internet education came into being. In the Internet under load, video resources, film and television information rapid spread, the formation and development of the Internet television education mode full of traditional film feasibility. Education has been infused with new energy and new challenges.

The new mode of film and TV education Internet plus era, need real-time sharing of resources on the Internet, master, and the reasonable utilization of educational resources effectively, to realize the purpose of education, educational information is transmitted to the control, increasing effectiveness of higher education and thus a more efficient utilization of Internet platform. Effectively, the dissemination of information, sharing of resources to form an organic unity and film education, play Internet plus function, promote and promote the rapid development of film and TV education. This is the combination of the Internet and television education purpose, the so-called "Internet plus" is the "Internet plus various traditional industries, to. View education as an example: "+" is not simply a sum of the two, but the use of information technology and the Internet platform, the Internet and film and television education depth integration, creating new development ecology.

Two, the necessity of constructing film education mode Internet plus age

Internet plus time effectiveness and the efficiency of film education is as everyone knows. In the Internet plus era, film education will work at all levels have put forward the "relying on Internet plus platform, and actively promote the film education". From the national, provincial and municipal leaders at all levels of attention to this degree, the film and television education demand. Students on the film education resource demands, can see the necessity of
constructing the film education mode Internet plus era. Internet plus era of film and television education to keep up with the development of science and technology innovation, efficient use of the Internet platform of the rich, diverse resources, and gradually improve the film education work. This requires the film and television educators to use the Internet platform to fully tap the effective resources, which will bring about two aspects of the results

1. improve the classroom teaching atmosphere

Internet plus film education work, to teach and learn to get rid of the traditional teaching mode of "I hear you speaking", to ease the tense atmosphere of classroom. Students can relax from the self, self thinking, independent learning habits provide space. To improve the learning atmosphere, will promote the learning effect.

2. improve students' autonomous learning ability

Internet plus film education work, will be a free and open Internet use in students' work, make the students learning time, learning space of greater autonomy. In the learning process of students learning in accordance with the study plan and plan, adjust the self learning process is actually a comprehensive process to improve students' self development. Is the process to improve the ability of autonomous learning.

Therefore, film education workers should be appropriate to the traditional imparting knowledge of the concept of change, and focus more on how to improve students' autonomous learning concept. With the Internet platform more effectively carry out teaching work, which can not only effectively the teaching plan, and can effective teacher-student interactive learning, to "flip the classroom" more effective, can effectively enhance the enthusiasm and initiative of students' autonomous learning and video information.

For the Internet platform for film and television education should also pay attention to the following points:

1. Internet plus times needed for the construction of film and television education mode effective to control of

The control means of the Internet resources for the purpose of selecting teachers. Relying on the Internet platform for teaching, integration of knowledge and technology use is necessary, to improve the teaching effect will be better. But for students, teachers also need to carry out the control of video resources to help students in teaching create a healthy, healthy Internet learning environment, reduce and avoid the negative effects of learning through the Internet may bring. The control is a prerequisite for teachers to use the advantage of Internet in film and television education, education is also in the film and television security.

To build a long-term television education mode needs scientific Internet plus 2. times

Film and television education Internet plus age is a long and gradual process, not a short duration of time will bear fruit, long-term scientific film education mode is building educators need to pay attention to the needs of educators' film. To know how to use Internet resources on the Internet, to improve the effect of the degree of attention, but also the development of scientific management and resource management. Reasonable planning, to do with both hands, both hands "to construct and perfect the Internet plus era film education mode.

The necessity of constructing film education mode Internet plus age is from the Internet. As everyone knows the ocean of information for students communication content, nutrition, depth, effective information resources, to achieve all-round, three-dimensional film education even multi-dimensional development of the diversification effect, is the film and television education requirements and continuously improve the space.
Three, an efficient combination of film and television education Internet resources and Internet plus Era

The feasibility of film and TV education Internet plus era, the necessity has been seriously, "now everything is ready except one crucial element." what is needed "Dongfeng"? Is to have the feasibility, necessity of the transformation of scientific and effective for practical, effective, this is the ultimate goal of education with internet television network resources and Internet plus time.

The film and television education mode Internet plus era is a diversified development, is reflected in the film and television education work in the Internet platform can free download rich video resources, but also can be reflected in the interaction of many data upload information. This is the organic unity of Internet resources and college television education. In the professional teaching entity in the classroom, with the changing of teaching mode, students receive the media and the dissemination way change is very large, which is reflected in the material intake standard and uptake pathways and closely related data. The students, class and the previous is not the same, the mobile terminal will take in the classroom, AP P has access to data, to judge data, and to click on data. The current curriculum model has changed significantly over the past.

The organic unity of Internet resources and television education, is the process of creating the Internet television environment. This process can change the students' learning, communication and information, from passive learning and accept film education of state transition into active learning, learning and practice. As the film educators concept of film is very clear that film is a collection of literature, drama, music, dance, art, design, construction and many other elements of a comprehensive discipline. It is difficult to make every student in the classroom can trap on its outstanding artistic elements at the same time, the lack of learning new knowledge, the Internet platform brings the independent The learning environment provides a timely manner to address gaps and learn new knowledge environment. Of course, in the process of learning English, teachers also need to control the Internet resources, the specialized guidance is necessary for learning, guide the students to choose, learning direction of professional.

For Internet plus era, there are also many television educators doubt, therefore also retain more mature things, traditional film and television education steadily adapt, quick success is not desirable, but not backward and pragmatic, not to adapt to the Internet plus era, film and television education in Colleges and universities of the team would be left behind. For the film and television education, has been experience to retain, but the changes brought Internet plus time to be willing to try, in the teaching, scientific research gradually reflected.

Four, analysis of the film and television education model Internet plus age

The organic unity of the Internet and the film and television education, the fundamental reason is that the "Internet plus" has been gradually integrated into people's lives, and gradually penetrate to the first second industry China, "Internet plus era" has arrived. In this era, the core of the Internet as an ecological, which is influenced by the ecological chain no doubt, film education in them. Video on the Internet platform in education should make full use of resources and technology, and education in order to further develop the Internet, as the source of power, inexhaustible. At the same time, the Internet can be used in mining and film education, through Internet plus Era The characteristics of the film and television education model are determined.

1. the universality of film and television information

On the platform of the Internet all over the world, regardless of any corner of the video information through the network, as long as the technology that exists in the data, you can browse through the Internet, and convenient and fast,
and timeliness.

2. the immediacy of film and television information

It is because the film information exists in relying on the Internet platform, people can watch television works can whenever and wherever possible. The global nature of the Internet will each terminal are connected through the network, without any kind of media than it could more quickly. The traditional spatial entity type classroom education mode is different, the Internet technology effectively provide real-time learning mode.

3. film and television information resource sharing

The Internet platform is not only the film and television information download, upload the video information of the media, is a platform for video sharing. By the end of 2016, more than 3 billion of global Internet users, anywhere in the world can also use video resources, which is the shared property the rights granted by the Internet.

4. the interactive dissemination of film and television information

Film and television education on the Internet platform, is the interactive process of film and television information dissemination. Make the video information of the audience the actual feedback can be quickly collected, and the sender will be using feedback, adjust or modify these video information, and again transmitted to the audience. This interactive video information can be formed mutual adjustment, common orientation, subtle control and greater efficiency. This is the interactive Internet platform to spread information, but also makes people can be adjusted timely in the process of sharing information in film and television, film and television information truly interactive peer, two-way communication.

The characteristics of Internet plus Era Film Education Mode covered, as has its special advantages. The organic unity of the Internet and television university education, is a new challenge, and is a new opportunity.

In the Internet plus era, the Internet is cohesion and role in the international people's livelihood, and in turn to public life, mode of production, industry trend, laws and regulations, education, national policy play a guiding role in the form of national economy, showing a new film. Education should not only maintain film culture characteristics the traditional, but also to adapt to the environment change, the Internet education model to the adoption and development. To believe that Internet plus era, will promote the traditional film education "upgrading", new results and subsequent bring will be far greater than the traditional film and television education effect, this is a global necessity Trend.
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